Abstract: Wisdom regained through perspective has become a significant mission of cross-cultural teaching and communication. It's urgent for Chinese aesthetic conception to merge into Cross-cultural Teaching in the trend of cultural globalization, in which the aestheticization of Chinese ethic culture is often ignored. This study is to rediscover new light for today's humanity in the traditional notions of wisdom from Chinese ethic culture and to enrich people transculturally. It is herein argued that Chinese culture, especially the morality and the ethic culture, expressed aesthetically, can enhance wisdom with a new enlightened attitude to life and nature. Two aspects regarding the aestheticization of Chinese culture are emphasized: (1) aesthetic thinking images and poetic languages serve as the cognitive media to convey moralities; (2) a balanced moral personalities beneficial to both individuals' spiritual life and sustainable development of social culture are coherently maintained through artistic and aesthetic coordination of the circling path between Confucian and Taoist culture.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional predominant conception in Chinese culture is often practiced in an aesthetic perception in terms of its embodied poetic expressions, image thinking, holistic reference and circulating flux, which are "unique to" China and "different from" nonChinese cultural traditions, the western cultural traditions in particular. Therefore, in the West, the Chinese philosophical and cultural thoughts were once ignored or regarded as mysticism. For example, Eric C. Mull (2007) cited Hegel's Lectures on the History of Philosophy as a typical representative which regards "Confucian thought was originally presumed irrelevant to serious philosophical study"; R. B. Blakney (1995) considered many ancient Chinese philosophers and wise men such as Chuang Tzu and Lao Tzu as mystics. In the introduction to his translated work The Way of Life (the classical Chinese philosophical work Tao Te Ching by Lao (1995) , he claims the Taoist thought is to express a way of life, which is a mystic religion and philosophy: "the Tao Te Ching is classed as first rate among mystic writing." It's easy to infer that there is a sharp contrast between Chinese and western culture.
In the past decades of years, with the poetic wisdom reviving through the classical Chinese thoughts and works, Chinese culture has drawn a resurgent interest among the scholars both in the East and West. The Chinse scholar Chung-ying Cheng has done his utmost as a chief editor to advocate the Chinese culture in Journal of Chinese Philosophy and did a specific research into "Dynamic Process of Beauty in Chinese Aesthetics: Creative Harmonization as Interpenetration of Poety and Painting"; Karl-Heinz Pohl suggests the approaches to study Chinese Culture in terms of "translating the untraslatable". These are just two of lists of examples. In 2010, the 18th International Congress of Aesthetics was held in Beijing, China, whose theme is clearly to promote "diversities in Aesthetics", which signifies an upsurge of studying Chinese aesthetics. The anthology of Diversities in Aesthetics:Selected Papers of The 18th Congress of International Aesthetics not only stressed the Comparative Aesthetics:East and West, but also expertised in Chinese aesthetics and arts with a whole chapter.
Despite the limelight on the examination of Chinese culture home and abroad, the aesthetic dimensions of Chinese ethic culture-the core conception of Chinese culture and values-has not been paid enough attention to in cross-cultural teaching and international communication. The discourses on such subjects have not given much attention to the relevant effective aesthetic accounts and impacts Chinese ethic culture, especially the cooperative and interactive moral generation between Confucian culture and Taoist thought ignored. Since it beckons poetic cognitive power in cultivating moralities and personalities, the aestheticization of Chinese culture with emphasis on the nuclear ethical culture of Confucian culture and Taoist thought, will provide the grist for novel discussions concerning rediscovering in them the new light for cross-cultural teaching's and communication's account.
Confucian culture and Taoist thought are two final winners in the competition for cultural authority to exert influence on current politics and the trend of Chinese culture with their original thoughts in its decisive historical period from 770 B.C. to 221 B.C. A logical conclusion with regard to the intersection between these two main stream Chinese cultures has been drawn in terms of explaining the relationship. In essence, the Confucian culture mainly supplies Chinese people with moral principles to define the relationship between society and individuals while the Taoist thought contributes to the coordination of the relationship between man and nature. In both of their philosophical thoughts, the aestheticization of Chinese ethic culture is not only specifically incorporated, which accelerates the process of person-making, but also greatly contributing to the ultimate social consolidation and political orders, which is consciously or unconsciously melting into people's mundane life and activities. Zehou (2008) put it: "'making perfect the whole empire' while 'cultivating oneself' has often been practiced by the traditional Chinese literati as complementary career ideals. Moreover, 'taking serving the state into account' despite 'being far away from the political arena' has become the convention and an artistic goal for generations of Chinese intellects." Such ideas adequately illustrate the oneness of home and state. On the one side, in Confucian thoughts, of course, it is indispensable that all members be participants of the self-mastery up for the social framework, since the aim is to match self-cultivation with the social order in the appropriate authorities. Obviously, the ultimate objective of the aesthetic cultivation of individuals' moral personality is to serve the State. Confucius, the founder of confucianism, believed it was fine for one to dwell in such a place where there were humaneness and beauty as the universal reasoning for the sake of seeking harmony. Hence, he often required his disciples to strive for the universal reason, act upon morality, rely on the human heatedness and play with the six arts (referring to rites, music, archery, chariot-driving, reading-writing and numbers in traditional Chinese arts). Another Confucian representative, Mencius holds a good man's virtues lie in the coordination of goodness and beauty. Only when one's words, actions and appearance are filled with benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom, he can be called a beautiful man, or vice versa. In such a case, "being beautiful" is an intermediate stage for one to accomplish the cultivation of goodness and serve the state, in which the individual's morality should serve the dominant virtual guideline. However, with regard to the Confucian doctrines, one's own nature or intentions are covered in the shadow of authorities. Doutlessly, the overemphasized social and political dimension of moral personalities certainly stays in insufficiency. Therefore, a proper regulation of one's nature and society is suggested by Taoists in a more free and relaxing way. Daoism maintains that to accomplish one's personal fulfillment, the first and foremost prerequisite is a free state or way of human life itself in harmony with nature and that the most critical factor for individuals is to be of "freeing oneself from his body", "discarding his reasoning powers" and "being void and tranquil". Lao (1995) advocated cleansing away the sights and understanding, maintaining the state of vacancy kept to the utmost degree and that of stillness guarded without interruption. He intended to convey the idea of "taking no actions yet leaving nothing undone". To follow it as the paradigm of the human existence, the great balance is kept between nature and man, social politics and individual persons. "Tao embody his appearance, Heaven embody his form. He should not permit liking and disliking to disturb his internal balance" (Chuang, 1983) . In this sense, both public and private business is coming side by side in correspondence to the oneness of home and state in Confucian notions and the complementary state between Confucianism and Daoism, which can be seen as the essence of Chinese aesthetics and ethics.
In this study, the analysis of the circling path-the cooperative and interactive moral generation between Confucianism and Taoism-will be illustrated mainly from two aspects of the aestheticization of Chinese ethi culture:
• Aesthetic thinking images and poetic languages as the cognitive media to convey moralities.
• Balanced moral personalities for both individuals' spiritual life and maintenance of social stability coherently achieved through artistic and aesthetic coordination of Confucianism and Taoism.
An exploration of all the aspepects of this study led us to draw a conclusioin that the aestheticization of Chinese ethic culture contributes not only to our reflections on the efficient ways of both individuals' moral cultivation and national stability, but also for the way of guiding and evaluating our morality that the aesthetic approach may be or should be one of the critical strategies in cross-cultural teaching and communication.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
The source materials used for arguments in this research are mainly the classical Chinese writings:
Confucius Shih's the Development of the Logical Method in Ancient China have also been used as reference sources,. Every effort has been made to cite sources that the corresponding author of this study has actually read. When taking methodologies of this study into account, the author maintains that it is benefitial to have a broad map of the terrain, a general context in reference to which the detailed analysis makes sense. Related to the larger view, close scrutiny is designed to make particular enquiry as accessible as possible to people who have no prior knowledge or don't have specialized enquiry into the subject. All the materials in this study are guided organized with the insights drawn from the theories of the analytic aesthetics, psycholinguistics and social psychology.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chinese culture is essentially an ethical culture, in which, ethics and morality become the essence of its being and development. The particularity of this convention features its cultivation in the aesthetic sensitivity with image thinking mode and poetic analogue as the cognitive media to guide the moral orientation of the people. Since poems do specifically tell manifestations of Chinese culture, certain aspects and qualities of Chinese poetry might help us understand particular aspects of Chinese culture. Pohl (2006) claims: "the magic of Chinese classical poetry is the result of an interplay of two seemingly contradictory (but complementary) forces:
• A sense of form or rather a love of regularity, rules and regular patterns • An open, ambiguous or oblique way of communication/expression, i.e., a suggestive quality. One may also say, it is an interplay of rule and freedom". Right for such a preference for specific poetic thinking and expressions, traditional Chinese arts and culture embody inspiring perceptive experience on the moral conceptions in symbolic and metaphorical reasoning.
The association of ethics with the poetic wisdom should be traced back to the Book of Songs, the earliest collections of poems in China, written by authors arranging from kings, princes and aristocrats to the unknown folk people from Zhou Dynasty to the medium Spring and Autumn times (from the tenth to the sixth century B.C.). The book revealed its great concern about the everyday life world, a strong sense of politics and ethics and the sincere and active attitude towards life, which are entailed in the ritual ceremonies and the performance and appreciation of arts, such as poems and music. The far-reaching impact of the Book of Songs still lies in the popularity of its so-called six classical arts (six styles of expressions in writing and communication among literates) that are indispensible in later argumentation and exposition of ethics: Folks Songs of States with its local music (feng), Epics with music popular in the areas under kingdom Zhou's direct governing (ya) and Odes with the music played at sacrifices of the temples and altars (song), which stand for the three artistic styles of poems and magnificent elaboration (fu), metaphor (bi) and symbolization (xing), which stand for the three main rhetoric. Written mostly in four-word lines with four lines to a stanza, the Book of Songs is rich in refrains and recurrent songs, rhythmical and musical, easy to recite and relish. Both moral and aesthetic dimensions are perfectly integrated in the poems of the book. Confucius (1980) , the preserver and restorer of the Zhou culture and the founder of Confucian culture, often referred to the book of songs as a textbook to conduct his teaching of politics, ethics, aesthetics and natural philosophy. Confucius (1980) insists: "One can learn poems to cultivate their imagination, to improve their ability of observation, to unite people and express complaints. In the family, they teach you about how to serve your parents and in social life they teach you about how to serve your emperor." In this sense, the poems, often performed as songs, were applied as instrument to cultivating one's morality in serving human kind both for the individual's person-making and for the establishment and maintenance of a good state. Hence, in the tradition of Confucian interpretation, the Book of Songs gave rise to the view of "poetry expresses will" as the mainstream tradition of literary discourse and artistic creation and criticism.
The other origin for the aestheticization of Chinese ethics should be traced to the book the Songs of Chu, a new style of poetry that emerged in the State of Chu in South China in the 4 th century B.C.，mainly upholding traditional Taoist thinking with a strong vitality for its charming and powerful influence on Chinese culture. With rich witchcraft as the original religious background as well as folk songs, music and the folk literature of the southern State of Chu as its artistic forms, this genre of poetry was also called "southern style" or "southern sound". The Songs of Chu consists of poems with regular rules and prose with sentences relatively free, in contrast with The Book of Songs that features the poetry in North China. As the creator and most outstanding writer of the Songs of Chu, Qu Yuan was also known as a loyal representative of cardinal principles of Chinese moral cause concerning his illumination of the political and ethical problems in such a style. Consequently, the poetic thinking mode and expressions of the Songs of Chu become one of the classical styles to convey the moral doctrines, the other being the book of songs. These two books exert great impacts on the content and styles of the mainstream Chinese arts and art criticism, known as Rhythmic prose popular in Han Dynasty, poems in Tang Dynasty, ci Poetry (ci) in Song Dynasty and drama in Yuan Dynasty, etc.
Hence, in later centuries, the poetic cultivation adds artistic appeal to the moral doctrines and has a far reaching influence to the spread of ethic conceptions. The book of songs and the Songs of Chu become important references in the development of Chinese ethical thoughts, mainly in the three aspects:
• The style of language and mode of thinking set a classical paradigm for the upper-class men to follow, not only in their frequent quotation of the classical poems in social communication, but also in practicing them as literary and art creation and criticism.
• The poems are not only presented in diverse ceremonies and celebrations both for the ruling classes and the ordinary people, but also popular in the daily life, which has become an essential part in their socialization and private life.
• The classical poems and prose serve as key media to conduct aesthetic and ethic education for selfenhancing and maintenance of a good society in Chinese culture.
Consequently, the image thinking mode and poetic expressions are indispensible for circulation of ethic culture. To convey and transmit ethical doctrines, works of philosophy and ethics have been written in poetic styles, such as in ballad, parallel prose, poems, poetic notes in the literary works and criticism, featured as "suggestiveness", "Parataxis" and "conciseness". In this sense, an aesthetic state or way of human life is achieved and highly appreciated in Chinese classical literature and art criticism.
For such poetic aestheticization of Chinese culture, then, one of the most important means of taking up literary works and aesthetics as its approaches to cultivating virtues is pursuing the realm and the inspiration comes in this way, which shows great power for the sake of internalization of moral conceptions. Consequently, it works in a spectacular way just as Yan (1992) put it: "Where they are subtle, there is a limpid and sparkling quality that can never be quite fixed and determined like tones in the empty air, or color in a face, or moonlight in the water, or an image in a mirror, the words are exhausted, but the meaning is never exhausted." These remarks suggest that the unique Chinese cultural reasoning and judgment underlie in the poetic and symbolic languages through the polysemantic and fuzzy aesthetic implications, which has become the cognitive media and conventional guide of Chinese ethics.
The illustration above describes the cognitive basis and conventional practice of the poetic way for the aestheticization of Chinese culture. Emphasis is placed on multi-dimensional orientations of ambiguous and connotative images. For the sake of both person-making and stability of the state, this way of thinking is not only sort of reflective awareness in speculative philosophy, but also a style of aesthetic living for the governing class, scholars and average folk people. Right for this reason, paradoxical multi-dimensions of poetic wisdom make it possible and reasonable to bring the Daoism and Confucianism together to cultivate people's morality for the coming into being of a "good" person and for the final establishment and maintenance of a good state, which will be explored in the following. The bottom line of this approach is the possibility that the Confucians and Taoists contribute to the regulation of moral personality through aesthetic means in different domains on the basis of complementary advantages. Definitely, cultivating the moral personality through aesthetic means is not limited to Chinese traditions. In the extremely complicated longstanding cultures of China, however, it gives rise to a unique circulating personality by the cooperation and interaction of the two seemingly paradoxical schools, in which, the notion of Confucian home-state oneness works for the harmony between individuals and society and the Taoist freedom mentality for building the harmony between human beings and the nature. In this way, the final being of a harmonious personality and an inclusive national culture is achieved through the holistic mentality transferring between the two.
To Confucians, their moralities are idealized as "the true gentleman personalities": a kind of spirit to shoulder the social responsibility, whose gradual undergoing can be formulized as "rectifying their heart, cultivating individuals, regulating their families, ordering their states and illustrating their virtues throughout their kingdom". Such a doctrine emphasizes the process of person-making and ultimately the establishment and maintenance of a good state, which is based on the moral principle of the oneness of home and state as the core of Confucian ethical politics. Right for such a destination, since Zhou Dynasty, the association of rituals and art has been institutionalized as the proceedings of moral cultivation to serve politics. Confucius often referred to the book of songs as a textbook to conduct his teaching, because the book has established the paradigm of the perfect ethical model to serve his State in Zhou Dynasty. For Confucianism, ritual propriety and the practice of arts such as music and poetry mainly assume the political functions: the implementation of moral cultivation, conveying the state kingcrafts and the evaluation of political policies rather than artistic appreciation. It is in this sense that their aesthetic strategies are engaged, which is typically revealed in Confucius's three teaching stages: to find inspiration in the Odes, to take your place through ritual and to achieve perfection with music. In essence, through such three hierarchies of artistic nurturing for the final being of Confucian moralities, such factors as the odes, songs, melodies and rhymes are related to the ethical conceptions: benevolence, harmony, mean, piety, ethical order of importance or seniority so that people's thought and behavior can be regulated through the aesthetic enlightening. Mullis (2007) put it："For Confucius, since ritual was essential in bringing about social harmony and since the arts were seen as an important component of ritual, the arts, too, were seen as instrumental in actualizing two interrelated social ends: self-cultivation and social harmony".
For the sake of the interaction between music, odes and rituals, the three elements are integrated in rituals and ceremonies; in everyday life, the former two elements are often melted together. In this process, the presupposed moral principles are reaching the bottom of one's heart so it can quickly cultivate his soul. Since music is required to be like that the cry of the osprey expresses joy without becoming licentious and expresses sorrow without falling into excessive pathos, such a prototype of music is viewed as the proper ethical standard to convey the conception of the Golden Mean or to be the normal scale of the stressed harmony between body and mind, between individuals, between heaven and man and between individuals and society.
In this sense, the process has internalized the morality to achieve the finish of his ethical personalities, even the ideal personalities, which drives one to become the person instructing the ordinary people and guiding social morals, arranging from the social moral trend to the national security and orders.
However, if Confucian moral practice is taken to be ideals of ethics, its inadequacy is thereby revealed: the political and social orientation will make it as an insufficient condition for the multi-dimensions of one's morality and nature. What's more, with arts and aesthetics descended as appendage of parochial political utility, its moralization is sure to stifle the development of Chinese arts and become the lulling instrument of the governing class.
Therefore, against Confucian moral values such as benevolence (humanity), righteousness and propriety, Taoists take a subversive stand to the Confucian social norms and ritual proprieties which are considered leading to the alienation of human nature. For Taoists, a virtue, which is essential to any practice whether in arts and aesthetics or in life experience, should be consistent with law of nature based on the following philosophical logic: "The more restrictions and prohibitions there are in the world, the poorer grow the people. The more inventions and weapons the people have, the more troubled is the State. The more cunning and skill man has, the more startling events will happen. The more laws and mandates are enacted, the more there will be thieves and robbers. Therefore the wise man says: I practice non-action and the people of themselves reform. I love quietude and the people of themselves become righteous. I initiate no policy and the people of themselves become rich. I desire nothing and the people of themselves become simple" (Shih, 1922) .
Then, what does nature entail in the Taoist ethical thoughts? In essence, nature has two senses: "following the law of being what it is" and "taking no action yet leaving nothing undone", illuminating a natural human existence of living an aesthetic and free life. The first sense is the basic law to obey, for Daoism worship the doctrine of "Man follows the law of the Earth; the Earth follows its law of Heaven; Heaven follows its law from the Tao. The law of the Tao is its being what it is." Such a tenet was intended to instruct that human beings should live with heaven, earth and other living beings harmoniously without attempt to conquer and control nature and regard everything as an equal being as it is "Heaven and Earth coexist with man and all creations are one with him." These remarks reveal all creatures are equal beings with "anybody" only as one member of the same kind, sharing the absolute equality. Such a view is perfectly illustrated in the mutual transformation between man and nature in a story: Once Chuang Chou dreamt he became a butterfly, proud and self-satisfied, flitting and fluttering around. He didn't know he himself was Chuang Chou. Waking up all of a sudden, he found he was Chuang Chou, sure and unmistakable. But he wondered whether it was Chuang Chou who had dreamt to be butterfly, or a butterfly dreaming to be Chuang Chou. Between Chuang Chou and a butterfly there must be some distinction! This is called the Transformation of Things. In this sense, it tends to tell that Daoism embodies the equilibrium in an integration of ethics and aesthetics, in which, mutual love, sincere respect and real equality are not only enjoyed, but also are aestheticized and sublimated in the bilateral communication.
On such philosophical basis, the human-world relationship is above all stressing on the good terms on the contrary to anthropocentrism in the modern Western culture, which has been based on an oppositional view "man against the rest of the world" (Welsch, 2006) . In Taoist sense, all things have their proper positions and become their own owners, which can be seen as the prerequisite for the establishment of real equal relationship between man and nature. Only under such circumstances, can the real harmonious relationship among human beings be established.
As far as how to live as the Grand Basic Question of ethics (Gibbard, 2002 ) is concerned, the Confucianism develops rituals and arts to convey social ethical culture for its political utilization while the Daoism follows a nature-obeying doctrine toward life and arts with emphasis on the coordination of the relationship between humankind and nature. It seems that the two schools are concerned about the different direction towards its ideal ethical orders. However, their different moral cultivation can create an allembracing mix through aesthetic and artistic transformation for both of them taking the establishment and maintenance of a good person and a good state as an ideal of social harmony. Pohl (2006) notes may well unfold the logical basis and the essence of the inclusive cultural pattern of China:
• A tradition of expressing things and reasoning issues by way of analogue.
• We can observe a balancing or harmonizing quality everywhere in Chinese ways of communication, such as the love for parallelisms. This also entails the tendency of not seeing things as mutually exclusive according to the either/or dichotomy, but inclusive according to the both/both pattern (YinYang pattern).
• This inclusiveness, finally, concerns another amazing ability …… depending on the point of view-of seeing identities where we inclined to see differences." (106) Right in this sense, we see both Daoism and Confucianism takes harmony as the guiding standard in all things large and small in spite of treading different paths; right in this sense, it provides the possibility for both of the schools to act complementarily and interactively to achieve the flexible and fluxional personalities and tolerant nationalities, because they rationalized each symbolized virtue entailed in the poetic images. For example, they both take "water" to exemplify virtues. Lao Zi holds "The highest virtue is like water. Its benevolence lies in its benefitting all things without striving for its own, to the contrary, tending to be at the lower place which everyone dislikes." Such a retreating standpoint was empowered with moral privileges embodied in the image of "water"with Lao Zi's further reiteration that with that gentleness one can be bold; with that economy one can be liberal; shrinking from taking precedence of others, one can become a vessel of the highest honor. The possessors of such three virtues can achieve the greatness of Dao and even guarantee the national peace. This is what they called the Taoist spirit of "taking no action yet leaving nothing undone". As for Confucianism, Confucius once said the wise take joy in rivers (referring to "water" in the original term of Confucius), while the Good take joy in mountains. In brief, "water" symbolizes the entrepreneurial spirit, the open conception and active mind in social and official affairs, while "mountain" symbolizes inclusiveness and stability. Only by possessing such two kinds of virtues can the real moral personalities come into being. Here, "water" and "mountain" do not absolutely stand for the exact virtues rather than a thinking of analogue, a balance of rhetoric and complementary inclusiveness, which emphasize a reconciled spirit of enterprising and consolidation. Hence, the conceptions of Confucian and Taoist ethics co-exist in the same metaphorical image, by which man tend to attain the fundamental cultivation alternatively in the process of person-making for the final being of a good person and a good State.
On the most fundamental level, three meaningful dimensions are indispensable, cooperative and interactive, contributing to circulations and transformation of morality between Daoism and Confucianism. First, the Confucianism emphasizes aesthetic strategies to meet the social requirement based on the conception of home-state oneness to mold the consistency of the national spirit while the Daoism emphasizes a natural lifestyle of human existence: the equal relationship between man and nature and the spiritual transcendence to uplift oneself and go beyond secular life. The two schools are not towards two absolute counterposing extremes. Instead, they will transfer into the other side accordingly: when the Confucians feel frustrated or be amid the disastrous circumstances in the pursuit of their official career, they will choose Daoism as the place where they can settle down and calm down their ambition while Taoists will choose to serve the government when in need.
Second, Confucianism tend to maintain a sort of social collectivism, in which individuals must be subject to the collective, partial and local interests to the overall situation and the national interests, best illustrated in the motto: "If poor, they attended to their own virtue in solitude; if advanced to dignity, they made the whole kingdom virtuous as well." (Mencius, 2011) Taoist ethics takes the individual as a thing in itself, regarding the perfectness and freedom of his life as the highest spiritual pursuit, which can be seen as a proper individualism in pursuit of rational Self-interest without injury to the public interest, that is, never seeking personal ends at the expense of others and the state. As a matter of fact, in most cases, man may regulate himself between the two and strike a balance in the right situations.
Third, Confucianism tends to stress on the humanization of nature while Daoism tends to put the naturalization of human beings into practice, both leading to the social stability and national security. Confucianism reinforces the way of aesthetic cultivation to serve the hierarchical institutions through etiquette education and artistic enlightenment. Against the constraints of the social hierarchy, Taoists advocate the moral principles of equality, offering as a tribute without struggling to get anything in return, being tolerant and making a concession and living harmoniously among all creatures. The naturalization of human beings means real equality, respect and care between man and nature, the appreciation of the great nature and enjoyment of man, oneness of society and nature. In this sense, nature, society and man are integrated into one, in which, an amazing equilibrium is established between the Dao of nature, moralities and social politics in the free state of aesthetic existence. Consequently, such equilibrium is supposed to become a kind of huge cohesive force to guarantee social stability in the long term.
CONCLUSION
Shown from the Confucian and Taoist stance mentioned above on the relationship between aesthetic and moral values in Chinese culture, the distinctive way of looking may arouse the awareness of the conceptions specific to China, the non-western themes in the intersection of aesthetics and cultures that have been omitted or marginalized in the West, which would enrich the conceptions in this cross-cultural communication in the era of globalization.
In essence, the Confucian school mainly tends to cultivate up-and-coming undertakers who can unify their home and the State while the Taoist school contributes to natural existing law between man and nature and between individuals and society. The aestheticization of ethics plays a major role in accelerating the process of person-making and integrating the paradoxical ideological moral conceptions advocated by the two schools, whose doctrines are actually meeting the inner needs of human beings as part of the natural motivation. The absence of each will result in the ultimate malposition of true spiritual refuge in the internal level. The aestheticization of Chinese ethics demonstrates the efficient ways of seeking balanced moral personalities for both individuals' poetic dwelling and maintenance of his social relationship. The aesthetic approach may be or should be one of the critical, or perhaps the most crucial strategies in this postmodern society for the question of how to guide and mould our morality and how to evaluate what is "good" life. The aestheticization of Chinese ethics demonstrated in both Confucianism and Taoism shows great power as the poetic way to answer the question of how to live a life aesthetically.
From the perspective of the complementary moral personalities transformed between Taoism and Confucianism discussed above, it is evident that the aestheticization of ethics in Chinese culture is an essential part in the personality-cultivation process instead of abstract moral didacticism. Furthermore, it functions more significantly for cultivating the sense of the individuals in the society to serve the national dominance and social stabilities as the mainstream ideology. Emphasis is placed on the maintenance of national consolidation and the well-being of individuals in the central aims. In this way, the process of personmaking remains an open conception of circulating in flux interchangeably. Investigating the essential component of such an aesthetic strategy is of value to make one's existence beautiful and prosperous through affection-practical and spontaneous activities to reach the moral regulation.
Therefore, it is necessary to call on the test for adequacy of morality accordingly to be of great use in helping men to recognize its application for the sake of "how to live". On this account, Daoism tends to regard the humankind and nature as a whole through integration of individuals, society and nature. In his articles This Human World and Deformities and Evidence of a Full Character of Chuang Tzu, Chuang Tzu described a lot of disabled but respectable persons, tending to tell us, beautiful or ugly, complete or defected, gains or loss, blessing or misfortune, all are the result of "the law of the Tao follows its being what it is" and any one is not bestowed the right to impair the free state and completeness of other beings, even himself.
Confronting a radically different culture, we become conscious that culture itself is a semiotic system of all sorts of interrelated elements that can be, that even need to be, translated or interpreted well. As a consequence, the values, models and ways of working of Chinese culture should be emphasized in crosscultural teaching and communication concerning bridging it with other cultures. 
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